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How large is one nanometer?How large is one nanometer?
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How large is one nano meter ?How large is one nano meter ?

Slice 100,000  times

Hair

Nano meter
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How large is one nano meter ?How large is one nano meter ?

Nano meter Meter
reduce reduce 

1000 times1000 times

AntAnt

HumanHuman

reduce reduce 
1000 times1000 times

CellCell

reduce reduce 
1000 times1000 times

DNADNA

NanotechnologyNanotechnology
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Why do we study cells and molecules?Why do we study cells and molecules?
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To understanding interesting biologyTo understanding interesting biology

Rogers, 1950s

A neutrophil chasing a bacteria

Cellular police
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2-3 days Cell culture 

Medical DiagnosisMedical Diagnosis
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Lab on a chipLab on a chip

Labor-intensive 
Bench Top Process

2 cm

Watch Size
Sample Prep.+ SensorBook Size System

• Rapid

• Sensitive

• Specific

Microfluidic

Bio-nano technology
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Lab on a chipLab on a chip

Sample Concentrator
Micro Mixer

Focusing

Regents Detection

We have to move cells and molecules We have to move cells and molecules ……
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How do we move cells and molecules?How do we move cells and molecules?
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++++ ----

Objects with similar charges repel each otherObjects with similar charges repel each other

Objects with different charges attract each otherObjects with different charges attract each other

++ --

Electrostatic forceElectrostatic force
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What we do to cells and moleculesWhat we do to cells and molecules
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Move a cellMove a cell

100 μm

Wong et al IEEE/ASME Trans. Mechatronics
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MixingMixing

DI water

500nm microsphere  
in aqueous medium
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ConcentrationConcentration
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Lab on a Chip ApplicationsLab on a Chip Applications

Ab

Ab
Ag

Oral cancer biomarkers Oral cancer biomarkers 
detectiondetection

UropathogenicUropathogenic E. coli E. coli 
identificationidentification

Sample Concentrator
Micro Mixer

Focusing

Regents Detection

10 μm

Cell based drug Cell based drug 
screeningscreening
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SummarySummary

• Bio-nano technologies
understanding our lives – cells and molecules
lots of potential and lots of fun

• Lab on a chip
Move, mix, concentrate cells and molecules
rapid, sensitive and specific


